Study shows political activism decline, more economic emphasis

By MARK MCDONALD

A study, conducted by several students in a political psychology class, reveals that the drastic decline in student activism on the UC campus is due to a combination of increased economic problems, lack of concern for the military, and the unpopular Cambodian invasion of Southeast Asia.

The results of their study show that a decrease in the level of student activism is the “decline of assassinationism.” The study’s conclusion is that the current economic boycott is not the cause of this decline.

“Other secondary hypotheses tested were that increased economic problems and lower concern for the military are factors in the decline of student activism,” said George Steinmetz, a senior in political science.

The study’s hypothesis is based on the fact that the current economic boycott is not the cause of the decline. It is based on the fact that the current economic boycott is not the cause of the decline.

The study concluded that the current economic boycott is not the cause of the decline. It is based on the fact that the current economic boycott is not the cause of the decline.
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The Citizen Task Force for Higher Education in Ohio was concerned about the adequacy of financial aid for students applying to Ohio colleges. A deadline was set so that the awards when for more equal distribution of financial aid program independent of local consortias, according to September, 1971, Bennis has said. "What we want is greater participation in urban affairs by universities, he has said. The solution, he said, seems to lie in special University projects, aimed at direct and special assistance to solve certain urban problems. These, he said, must be tackled "in keeping with our greatest institutional minority groups and others; rather than riding off in all directions."
Crane lift, concrete pours, and the steady roar of construction continues as phase one of the new DAA center develops into a resource area for architecture, community planning, interior design, and industrial design. The building is being erected by Chronis Construction Company.

This is what all the noise is about

Construction is rapidly progressing on the new Erwin S. Wolfson Center for Environmental Design. Scheduled for completion in the spring of 1975, the DAA addition (the first of two phases) will serve as a resource area to be shared by four departments, architecture, community planning, interior design, and industrial design, according to acting DAA dean, James Alexander.

To be completed at a total cost of $1.8 million, the addition is expected to relieve overcrowding within existing DAA facilities and centralize other DAA functions that are presently scattered throughout the University.

The project was conceived in 1971 when the University received a bequest in the amount of $1.25 million from the Wolfson Foundation, in commemoration of the former Ohioan who became president of Hotel Construction in New York.

Phase II, planned for the 1975-77 biennium, will house the departments of Arts, Education, Art History, Fashion Design, Fine Arts, and Graphic Design.

According to the architect's program, Wolfson Hall will be totally shared by the four departments. This, say the planners, will prevent any department from having exclusive holdings in the new building.

According to programming information provided by the architects, "An early site analysis and preliminary assumptions regarding the functional characteristics of Wolfson Hall suggested that the area northwest of the existing building possessed the requisite quadspace necessary to house the seminar rooms, offices, and seminar rooms, and the necessary environmental design study.

However, the need for convenient truck access, and outside student work areas dictated that the new building would be better sited at the east end of the existing unit, said the architect. They anticipate that the new Wolfson Hall will eventually "close the ring of circulation around an inner protected courtyard."
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Open letter to the editor

From rushing deadlines are 11 a.m. Friday for, tuesday .issue .and 11 a.m. Wednesday for the registrar's office. The computer system in the registrar's office is experiencing a high volume of student traffic, which is causing delays. Please be patient and allow time for processing. Thank you for your understanding.

The Affirmative Action Commission (AAC) has had a short, tempestuous history. Created last April, the advisory body has met a number of times, and its decisions have been subject to criticism. The AAC's actions and decisions are important because they set a precedent for upcoming sessions.
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Salary increase is good step

The complex formula for salary increases adopted by the Board of Directors last week goes a long way toward providing an equitable pay package for University employees. Although it can be legitimately argued that faculty members, especially instructors and assistant professors, are underpaid at this University, the combination cost-of-living, merit increase is a positive step, given the limited financial resources of the University. For faculty members to criticize the increase because they do not think it covers the increase in the cost-of-living is stretching the argument.

The American Association of University Professors is still working for a considerable merit increase, and says anything less than a 10 per cent increase would be a rather poor, narrow view.

The methods and structures of the University are much different from those of the public school systems. The costs of operations in the public schools are often much higher than those of the University. The University's affirmative action policy must not be debated in this context.

The University's affirmative action policy must not be debated in this context. It is a policy that is designed to create a fair and equal environment for all students and employees. The University's affirmative action policy must not be debated in this context.
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Anti-pot study widely criticized

A widely-publicized research study which found that marijuana causes damage to certain types of white blood cells has come up wide controversy in the scientific and academic communities. The findings were reported by a team of researchers at Columbia University, headed by Dr. Gabriel Nahas at a press conference on Jan. 25.

At the conference, Nahas said his tests on blood drawn from healthy volunteers indicated that marijuana caused certain white blood cells to "lyse" and become "瓠状lucid in division. Division of white blood cells is said to be a measure of the body's fight against disease.

Nahas reported that since "I lymphocytes may be important in the body's defense, marijuana may be a cause of cancer, and in general, any cancer. Nahas called for a complete revocation of the Defense and Administration Act, which was 1972 administrative act that proscribed marijuana. The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) was especially upset that the media emphasis was given to Nahas's claims. NORML pointed out that Nahas had sung marijuana in his previous research work, and that there were no other serious health hazards associated with marijuana use.

In a letter to the editors of the Journal of Immunology, Nahas explained his reasoning. "I pursued only marijuana, but I had to do it, and it's a very important drug."

The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) was especially upset that the media emphasis was given to Nahas's claims. NORML pointed out that Nahas's research work had been demonstrated as being based on the use of marijuana. "I pursed only marijuana, but I had to do it, and it's a very important drug."
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Recreation booth opens

Information related to outdoor activities such as camping, hiking and boating will be available through the new Outdoor Recreation Information Center located in Game Room Two, the second floor of the student center. The service, available to students, faculty and staff, aims to provide information on what outdoor activities are open locally, as the state, and nationally, said Mike Endley, coordinator of recreation.

Presently the Center is offering pamphlets and information on different activities and in working with other UC outdoor clubs, including the Mountain Club and the Sierra Club. Mike Endley added that the Center hopes to assist groups and individuals coordinate and locate information on various outdoor activities.

The Center will be open 9 to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
There are isolated romantic moments, though, such as when Daisy and Gatsby, both in white, sip champagne at a picnic. In another glassware. Gatsby's guests included designers and selling the story, for it is more engaging. Although Clayton creates the atmosphere and mysterious as to capture the underlying emotion. His is how he got his money. Fitzgerald dubbed it, "The Jazz," fever that is so essential to the story. Mia Farrow as Daisy is equally tin-Weaker than text

The deadline for groups to petition for aSpecial Interest Seat on Univer- sity Senate is April 15. According to a general rule, any policy that is a clear- ly defined and (b) present influence as was/is Gary Snyder; two ("Sticks"). In only one poem does he reflect "Like you for what you are, but I love you for what you are going to be..."

COLLECTOR'S ITEMS SALE! NEW YORK PRO MUSIC ALBUMS Reg. List Price: $5.99/disc Now $3.44/disc

KEEPSAFE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 56, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201
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Producer David Merrick's long anticipated production of "The Great Gatsby" finally arrived, with the Clive fax... Chosen but once and cherished forever, a little extra protection with Portasafes. A poem in the following collection is not about the novel but about America and its role in history. It is more than an imaginative exercise, as was/is Gary Snyder; two ("Sticks"). In only one poem does he reflect "Like you for what you are, but I love you for what you are going to be..."
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Fans are to blame for prices  

By JORDAN BLEZNICK

The past several years, many sports fans across the nation have expressed dissatisfaction with both upward spiriting player salaries and rising ticket prices. Some of these fans have stated that players, becoming millionaires, are the major cause of this situation. Yet, to simple economic terms, it can be proven that the fan, by placing athletes at the top of his priority system, is one responsible for the extravagant salaries paid to professional athletes and the rapid increase in ticket prices.

The fan is also indirectly culpable for the current dilution of talent in professional sports. Most people are conscious of that fact that athlete salaries are month the highest in American society, but few know how high salaries actually are.

Whereas a professor at this University earns an annual salary of $25,000 a year, a good stipend, the average basketball player receives $60,000-100,000 dollars a year. Joe Namath, whose actions off the field are better known than on it, commands an annual salary of $275,000 as a part-time quarterback for the NY Jets.

Perhaps the absurdity of sports salaries can be best illustrated when referring to hockey. The average hockey player now obtains $45,000 a year. If you think you've got what it takes to fly, there are no minimum standards set for baseball. The field is completely filled from the main campuses and the university offering superior competition. He is not interested in offering his money to a team that can charge for advertising and network rights.

Tennis preview

By BENNY TRABERT

Check out Bill Gates is looking forward to a good spring season for his tennis team and one for more than one reason. Last season, the Gates dominated the Valley League Champion and they were underdog this year. Many of the women from those teams are returning to the nation.

Because the team participates in the Ohio Valley League, they play a more challenging schedule than most. "The team plays better tennis with a better standard of competition."

He noted, "The tennis team has a better quality than the past, the team has a better quality than the past." He added, "The team plays better tennis with a better standard of competition.

Fan perspective

By HAROLD PERLESTEN

It is not one that look behind the scenes and the Arsenal Fieldhouse to find UC baseball field. The field is completely hidden from the main campuses and the football and basketball facilities. As the sport departments refer to the same place, both football and basketball, it is quite possible the school has an advantage in recruiting the World Football League.

The target of the sports league are the main recipients of the UC baseball field and the budget for the games in the season, are considered the utmost. To create the World Football League. The target for the NY Jets, Kim, and Paul Walkfar last winter by the Toronto Nationals for three million dollars is only the first step in a process that could possibly double the $20,080 million football salary within the next two years. In addition to raising ticket prices, these rates of talent will undoubtedly lower the NHL level of play.

In the NFL and NHL, nobody is more profitable in the 1960's due to the use of equipment and the rapid rise in ticket prices. When this situation occurs, it is normal for any economic entity to expand. The number of seats in a sports arena or stadium can not readily be increased. The team owner can only add his revenue by raising the price of tickets. In a similar manner, the demand for concerts and movies, parking and game, the price of the commodities will also rise.

The same laws of supply and demand can be applied to show how a law can influence a team's ticket prices and revenue. The more fans, the more money a team can charge for advertising and network rights.
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FLYING CLUB Meeting. Sunday, April 7, Room

WANTED ONE Male roommate. Four bedroom rm. eff. Equipped kitchen, $75. Call Karen Carter at 561-4680.
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